Service centres throughout the UK are ready to help protect your long-term equipment investments. You can be assured that a prompt and complete service is readily available to you.

Exceptional support are the fundamental qualities that Castellini operates on. In these circumstances, because it knows that peace of mind is invaluable to you. With service centres across the UK, guidance and information can always be obtained.

For further information please contact EndoCare on 020 7224 0990 or visit www.endocare.co.uk.

A service you can trust

Sparkle

Serving as an extension to your professional team, we work hard to create the service you deserve.

For more information please call 0800 138 6255 or email customerservice@sparkledentalabs.com or visit www.sparkledentalabs.com.

Providing Effective Aftercare

Tandex provide quality Orthodontic Kits to help aid your patient's aftercare following treatment.

An effective way to ensure that patients maintain efficient oral health care after a dental procedure is complete is to offer a fully prepared kit that contains all of the necessary tools.

The team at Tandex Orthodontic Kit has a selection of adjuncts ranging from an Advance Medium toothbrush to eliminate bacteria from around the oral cavity, to the SOLO Medium brush for prior intense cleaning procedures. It also comes with a FLEX Lime interdental brushes with non-slip flexible grip for pleasant and easy maintenance.

The kit includes a detailed user guide that comprehensively instructs patients on optimum cleaning protocols. Produced in coordination with dentists and hygienists the in-depth information allows patients to use the products as they were intended, for easily achievable and excellent results.

Tandex Orthodontic Kits offer your patients the highest quality tools and direction for effective aftercare. Contact the team at Tandex today to find out more.

For more information on Tandex's range of products, please visit www.tandex.dk or call 01656 752941 for details on how to order.

Exercising caries: check-ups are good, SIRIDetect® is better

In May, Sirona, technology leader in the dental industry, is bringing a detection system onto the market that enables dentists to identify relatively quickly and simply where caries does or does not exist: SIRIDetect®.

SIRIDetect® is based on Fluorescence-Aided Caries Detection technology, known as FACI®; which exploits the fluorescence characteristics of teeth. If two teeth are illuminated with various light wavelengths, the spectra of around 405 nm, it doesn’t only stimulate degradation products of caries bacteria but also healthy dentine to fluoresce. Healthy dental tissues light up green whereas carious areas are visibly red. The attending dentist can therefore see at first glance – and very clearly – which areas are healthy and which ones are not.

With a selection of loupes and dental microscopes ranging from the fantastic TTL Teleloupe and the GTX, to the top-of-the-range OPMI Pico dental microscope, the team from Nuview were happy to explain the many features and advantages of these fantastic dental tools.

Whether dentists were endodontic specialists looking for the perfect microscope to see deep down into the root of a severely decayed incision, they are digital images of quality, and imaging solutions were on display.

The kit is complete is to offer a fully prepared kit that contains all of the necessary tools. It also has an integrated handgrip, allowing the kit to be stored upright when on standby. The Pentax unit is practical and affordable solutions for dentists. The Pentax 

The team at Tandex understand that every room within a dental practice has a well-defined purpose, and it is important that each of these areas function with optimal efficacy. They also strive to make excellent tools skills to ensure your new practice meets all your specifications, and a range of colours and finishes are available to help you create a design totally unique to you.

For a full catalogue of products, or to find out more, please visit www.tandex.dk.

EndoCare - Swift and comprehensive care, always available

EndoCare excel at diagnosing and treating dental pain in all its forms. Our team of highly trained Endodontists are available in their field and absolutely committed to relieving pain and saving teeth. In fact in the last 10 years, we’ve saved over 10,000 teeth from extraction.

Our philosophy is simple: we aim to provide high-quality Endodontic treatments in a warm and caring environment where patients’ needs are always our number one concern.

So if you have a difficult diagnosis, or need help with any aspect of root canal treatment, give our expert team a call today. We welcome contact from all referring practices and are ready and willing to assist you in any way we can. We particularly excel at treating anxious patients and other challenging issues such as root punctures, microsurgery and re-treatments.

To find out more, contact EndoCare today.

Simple, aesthetic, stable: Structur 3

Composite material for the fabrication of provisional crowns and bridges

Structur 3 is a new, self-curing crown and bridge material from VOCO. It is manufactured solely from dental-grade materials. As such, it can be used in any situation, particularly in the fabrication of high-quality provisional crowns and bridges. Structur 3 is a translucent and autoclavable material. Long-term temporaries can also be constructed using Structur 3. An additional indication is the lining of pre-fabricated provisional crowns and bridges made from composite material polyarylate or metal. Structur 3 possesses extraordinary stability and high aesthetic properties and is used as a base for the very best image quality, while encouraging an efficient and streamlined approach to practice management.

Supplied by Tavom UK, all cabinetry is crafted of the most durable materials for the new practice meets all your specifications, and a range of colours and finishes are available to help you create a design totally unique to you. The team at Tavom understand that every room within a dental practice has a well-defined purpose, and it is important that each of these areas function with optimal efficacy. They also strive to make excellent tools skills to ensure your new practice meets all your specifications, and a range of colours and finishes are available to help you create a design totally unique to you.
For effective relief from halitosis that can help set your patients' minds at ease, contains zinc, fluoride and xylitol – three ingredients that prevent bad breath.

In a seven-year Swiss study, halitosis has been found to bring about inhibition, see in odd corners of the mouth as the light follows my direction of the head. I says: “With the loupes I can see minor details, which can otherwise be missed out. However, using a set of Carl Zeiss loupes doesn’t just guarantee enhanced visualisation, it also ensures comfort. Carl Zeiss loupes and adaptors can be set to an infinite number of positions, this improved posture makes working back and neck problems a lot less likely. Dr Umo Moutou, Dental Associate at All Saints Green Dental Practice says “With the loupes I can see so much more detail. It’s great for presentations to colleagues and helps in diagnostics. I can add these to a greater degree, which was not achievable with naked eye, especially when I am doing cosmetic work and a higher level of finesse is expected. I don’t have to adjust the light if I want to see in cold corners of the mouth as the light follows my direction of the head. I would absolutely recommend these to every dentist!”

Available exclusively in the UK from Nasrul, Carl Zeiss loupes offer comfort, sophisticated technology and unparalleled visualisation.

For more information please call Nasrul on 01453 872266.

The power of information from Christie + Co

Whatever questions you may have about buying or selling a practice, Christie + Co can help provide you with the right answers.

From the best strategy to sell your practice to the best specialist dental finance to suit your needs, Christie + Co draws upon years of experience and expertise to provide you with the right information and the best guidance.
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